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Abstract. To study if the angular momentum gain for each member of a galaxy pair was the result of
tidal torques imprinted by the same tidal field, we search for correlations between the spin in pairs
of spiral galaxies identified using the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. We find a weak, but statistically
significant correlation between the spin magnitude of neighbouring galaxies. We show that events
such as close interactions with neighbours play an important role in the value of the spin for the
final configuration, as we find these interactions tend to reduce the value of the λ spin parameter
of late-type galaxies considerably. This implies that the original tidal field for each pair could have
been similar, but the redistribution of angular momentum at later stages of evolution is important.
Keywords: Spiral galaxies; Galaxy formation; Galaxy kinematics; Galaxy pairs; Tidal interactions;
Galactic halos
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SPIN CORRELATIONS
In the simplest version of the tidal torque theory, both members of a galaxy pair are
immersed in the same tidal field, which, for similar galaxies, imprints the same amount
of angular momenta per unit mass to each member. In this context we would expect a
correlation between the spin mass product of galaxy pairs. In order to search for such
correlation we employed a sample of galaxy pairs selected by [1], using the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey, imposing the following criteria: the neighbour galaxy can not be fainter
than the target galaxy by more than ∆Mr = 0.5, (2) it must have the smallest projected
separation across the line of sight from the target galaxy and (3), present a radial velocity
difference less than Vmax, a value determined empirically (see [1]). To account for the
magnitude of the galactic angular momentum we employed the λ spin parameter, and
using the simple model presented in [2], we calculate its value for each galaxy involved.
In Figure 1 left panel, is shown the λ1M1 product of target galaxies against λ2M2 of
nearest neighbour galaxies for the pairs of the sample, presenting a low correlation with
a correlation index of r2 = 0.247, but still statistically significant when comparing with
the results of a Monte Carlo test, assuming no intrinsic correlation, taking into account
the observational constrains of the sample, yielding r2 = 0.129±0.063.
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FIGURE 1. Left panel: λ1M1 product of target galaxies against λ2M2 of nearest neighbour galaxies.
Right panel: λ value for target late type galaxies as a function of the separation distance to their nearest
neighbour, normalized by the virial radius of the neighbour galaxy
GALAXY INTERACTIONS
In the right panel of Figure 1 is ploted the value of λ of each target galaxy as a function
of the distance to its nearest neighbour, normalized to the virial radius of the neighbour
galaxy, where the median λ values are shown with their dispersion presented as thin
error bars and the uncertainty represented by thick error bars. We can clearly see the
effects of galaxy-galaxy interaction, these appear as soon as the galaxies cross into their
virial radii, leading to a gradual decrease in the values of λ . A complementary study
taking into account spin orientations and alignments is presented in [3].
Our results do not diminishes the importance of the torquing at early stages of galaxy
formation (indeed, the above random correlation of λ1M1 vs. λ2M2 is an empirical
validation of the tidal torque theory), but give us an insight into the important role of
later interactions in the overall evolution of the total angular momentum of the galaxies,
as shown by the results obtained from interacting systems, where the spin is visibly
perturbed by the presence of a nearby companion.
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